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Tensions,
σ8 tension

Figure 9

The Cusp-Core problem. The dashed line shows the naive ⇤CDM expectation (NFW, from
dark-matter-only simulations) for a typical rotation curve of a Vmax ⇡ 40 km s�1 galaxy. This
rotation curve rises quickly, reflecting a central density profile that rises as a cusp with ⇢ / 1/r.
The data points show the rotation curves of two example galaxies of this size from the LITTLE
THINGS survey (Oh et al. 2015)), which are more slowly rising and better fit by a density profile
with a constant density core (Burkert 1995, cyan line).

prediction.

2.3. Too-Big-To-Fail

As discussed above, a straightforward and natural solution to the missing satellites problem

within ⇤CDM is to assign the known Milky Way satellites to the largest dark matter

subhalos (where largest is in terms of either present-day mass or peak mass) and attribute

the lack of observed galaxies in in the remaining smaller subhalos to galaxy formation

physics. As pointed out by Boylan-Kolchin, Bullock & Kaplinghat (2011), this solution

makes a testable prediction: the inferred central masses of Milky Way satellites should be

consistent with the central masses of the most massive subhalos in ⇤CDM simulations of

Milky Way-mass halos. Their comparison of observed central masses to ⇤CDM predictions

from the Aquarius (Springel et al. 2008) and Via Lactea II (Diemand et al. 2008) simulations

revealed that the most massive ⇤CDM subhalos were systematically too centrally dense to

host the bright Milky Way satellites (Boylan-Kolchin, Bullock & Kaplinghat 2011, 2012).
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Cosmological simulation of Monge-Ampère gravity

🍋 Initial conditions

🍋 How it works numerically?

🍋 Equations of motion in comoving coordinates

🍋 Comparing with Poisson N-body cosmological simulations

🍋 Results

pyMAG 1.0
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Soon ….
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Halo mass function

Cosmological simulation of Monge-Ampère gravity

🍋

Nh = 66091 |16057

Poisson | Monge-Ampère

4 times less halos at
z = 0 Poisson

Monge-Ampère
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Dark matter density profiles

Cosmological simulation of Monge-Ampère gravity

🍋

Figure 9

The Cusp-Core problem. The dashed line shows the naive ⇤CDM expectation (NFW, from
dark-matter-only simulations) for a typical rotation curve of a Vmax ⇡ 40 km s�1 galaxy. This
rotation curve rises quickly, reflecting a central density profile that rises as a cusp with ⇢ / 1/r.
The data points show the rotation curves of two example galaxies of this size from the LITTLE
THINGS survey (Oh et al. 2015)), which are more slowly rising and better fit by a density profile
with a constant density core (Burkert 1995, cyan line).

prediction.

2.3. Too-Big-To-Fail

As discussed above, a straightforward and natural solution to the missing satellites problem

within ⇤CDM is to assign the known Milky Way satellites to the largest dark matter

subhalos (where largest is in terms of either present-day mass or peak mass) and attribute

the lack of observed galaxies in in the remaining smaller subhalos to galaxy formation

physics. As pointed out by Boylan-Kolchin, Bullock & Kaplinghat (2011), this solution

makes a testable prediction: the inferred central masses of Milky Way satellites should be

consistent with the central masses of the most massive subhalos in ⇤CDM simulations of

Milky Way-mass halos. Their comparison of observed central masses to ⇤CDM predictions

from the Aquarius (Springel et al. 2008) and Via Lactea II (Diemand et al. 2008) simulations

revealed that the most massive ⇤CDM subhalos were systematically too centrally dense to

host the bright Milky Way satellites (Boylan-Kolchin, Bullock & Kaplinghat 2011, 2012).

22 Bullock • Boylan-Kolchin

Cusp-core problem

ObservationsΛCDM

A potential solution to the cusp-core problem

Poisson
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Structure formation scenario🍋
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Monge-Ampère equation in spherical symmetry🍋

Fg =
−3mH2

0Ωmr
2 [1 +

R3
MA

r3 ]
1/3

− 1 , RMA = ( 2mG
H2

0Ωm )
1/3

,

If

r ≪ RMA,If

r ≫ RMA,

Fg ∼ r − RMA,

Poisson regime

Monge-Ampère regime

Fg ∼
−1
r2

,
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Monge-Ampère equation in spherical symmetry🍋

Fg =
−3mH2

0Ωmr
2 [1 +

R3
MA

r3 ]
1/3

− 1 ,

RMA = ( 2mG
H2

0Ωm )
1/3

,

RMA ∼ 400 kpc

m = 1010M⊙,

Monge-ampère gravity is acting at Galaxy-Cluster scale!
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🍋 Structure formation scenarios

Bottom-up hierarchical formation (ΛCDM)

Top-down hierarchical formation (WDM)

Mergers of both early formed and later formed halos.

Sheets collapsing into filaments, collapsing into halos.

16 S. Paduroiu et al.

Table C1. Description of the movies accompanying the paper

Label Description

cosmoboxvel.avi Movie of full-box WDM2 simulation

cosmoboxall.avi WDM1 and WDM2 full-box simulations side-by-side showing the e↵ect of thermal velocities

lu.avi ld.avi ru.avi rd.avi A zoom in the 1/4 of the WDM2 simulation

halo.avi A 7⇥ 10
12M� 18⇥ 10

6
particles high-resolution refined halo from WDM5

halozoom.avi A zoom in the refined halo focused on the central region where the shells and caustics can be observed

Figure C1. A zoom in a region from the WDM2 simulation, showing the evolution of a halo which forms top-down at the intersection

of the filaments and then starts accreting matter

Figure C2. A zoom in a region from the WDM2 simulation showing how small halos formed later that merge hierarchically in a larger

halo

Figure C3. An early formed halo which doesn’t su↵er mergers

Figure C4. A large high density region with many filaments where the halos formed early on via top-down collapse are merging in a

violent manner creating a larger cluster

c� 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000

Paduroiu et al. 2015
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Why Monge-Ampère is getting weaker at low redshift?

🍋 Structure formation scenarios: Bottom-up or Top-down? 

Monge-ampère exhibits 
top-down 
structure 

formation!
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Gagdet-2

Conclusion

Gagdet-2

VS

A motivated gravity theory
First N-body cosmological simulation 

of Monge-Ampère gravity 

State-of-the-art algorithms 
from computer science for Optimal Transport problem A weaker gravitational clustering 

for dark matter particles

Promising alternative theory of gravity

Poisson Monge-Ampère



Future projects

🍋

🍋

Cusp-core problem🍋

σ8 tension

Cosmic filaments

Evaluating the constraints from CMB and weak lensing measurements

Running smaller cosmological boxes and zoom simulations

Extracting the cosmic web with DisPerSE, as alternative cosmological probe

Euclid mission

Confirming the structure formation scenario!



Thanks for your attention! 


